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1 Introduction

2 Artificial Intelligence and complaints – now and into the future

2.1 The evolving communications environment

2.2 Telecommunications and digital platforms use AI

•
•
•
•

2.3 AI applications will not effectively handle all enquiries

Case study A – ‘I’m in a message dance with a robot.’
A consumer called their provider to report a fault. The call was directed to an IVR and the consumer
selected the option to report a fault. The consumer spent around an hour in an options loop before ending
the call and contacting the provider via online chat. After waiting more than one and a half hours for
assistance, the consumer answered questions as they were asked only to be asked earlier questions again.
Frustrated, the consumer decided to disconnect the service and selected the option for disconnection. This
directed the contact back to the queue to restart the process.
The consumer tried to contact the provider several more times before contacting us and asking if we could
arrange to have the service disconnected. The consumer said, ‘I can't get through to them. It seems as if I’m
in a message dance with a robot. I have no idea if I was talking to a human or not.’

2.4 Ineffective AI design can bring about complaints

3 Future consumer safeguard opportunities and gaps

3.1 AI creates opportunities for providers to improve consumer safeguards

3.2 AI creates gaps that require consumer safeguards

Case study B – AI decides outcome of Digital Platform complaint
A consumer received an offer of an advertising credit if they reactivated their Digital Platform
advertisement. As the current advertisement had been removed, the consumer contacted the Digital
Platform and asked whether they were eligible for the offer if they took out a new advertisement.
Understanding they were eligible the consumer then took out a new advertisement.
When the Digital Platform did not provide the credit, the consumer made a complaint and was told that the
Digital Platform’s ‘system uses artificial intelligence so they cannot do anything’.

4 Delivering an equal or better customer experience with AI

4.1 Inclusive design – consumer protection at the heart of innovation

•
•
•

4.2 Vulnerable consumers may have unique needs

Case study C – vulnerable consumer at risk of losing home phone
A provider sent a consumer a letter saying their home phone would be cancelled unless they paid $50
within five days. The consumer told us they were on a disability pension and could not pay the amount
within the time the provider gave.
The consumer called the provider to ask for more time to pay the money and to make sure the home
phone was not cancelled. The call was directed to an IVR and the consumer was not able to navigate the
options to request the extension or speak with a person.
The consumer contacted us and asked if we could contact the provider to make a payment arrangement on
their behalf.

5 Moving forward with AI

•
•

